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Title: AN ARTILLERY SURVEYING DEVICE

Abstract: The present invention relates to a novel artillery surveying device which performs the duties of creating a common coordinate system in the battlefield, determining the points which provide very precise location information, determining the necessary location and direction angles for the sensors and systems, determining the location and direction angles of the weapons system or specialized mission tools, essentially comprising; a sensitive plate (2), a base (3), two arms (4) which are present at the sides of the base (3), which extend in the vertical direction, and to which the sensitive plate (2) is connected, one handle (5) which are present on the arms (4), connection interface detail (6) and shaft (14) which are used for mounting the base (3) of the surveying device (1) to the mounting interface (15), mounting interface (15) which enables the surveying device (1) to be placed on various platforms and/or vehicles, an optical system (7) which enables aiming to the target, a distance meter (9) which enables measuring of the distance to the target, A GPS antenna (10) which enables the signals that are sent by the GPS satellites to be received, an inertial navigation system (11) which enables the calculation of the location, direction angle and the angle with respect to the earth plane, a control unit (12) which is adapted to run the surveying algorithms using the information coming from the distance meter (9) and the inertial navigation system (11).
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